The Atari 800
Home Computer

Specs

Design
Designed by Kevin McKinsey, the 800
gives off the warm and friendly look of

The Atari 800 frontiers the world of

a typewriter. However, the ragged

personal computers like never before

edges showcase the ferocity of this

by bringing you a new look on design,

powerful machine.

a state of the art processor, the best
video games, and much more for only
$999.95! However, video games aren’
t the only thing available, the Atari
800 contains an extensive amount of
business related software created by

Operating System

the finest professionals. The Atari 800

Atari 8-bit OS

is surely the optimal choice for

CPU

anyone looking to get a new
computer!

Equipped with four controller jacks,

MOS Technology 6502B
running at 1.79 MHz

the Atari 800 is the life of the party

Graphics

Caverns of Mars, and much more!

Capable of producing up to 128
colors using our CTIA (Colleen
Television Interface Adapter) chip

Sound
With 4× oscillators with noise
mixing, the Atari 800 brings you
the best sound on the market!

with games like Space Raiders,

Software

Why Choose Atari?

The Atari 800 contains some of the
best games available in the market
that will bring hours of fun and
excitement! One exceptional title
that embodies this is Star Raiders, a
game that will surely make you the
talk of the town.

The Atari 800’s expandable memory,
advanced peripherals, and
comprehensive software easily makes
it one of the most advanced home
computers in the world today! Also, its
sleek typewriter like design make it
easily accessible to anyone with
Star Raiders is a space combat

previous computer knowledge.

simulator that uses advanced three

Not only is the Atari 800 easy to use

dimensional graphics to show the

compared to other home computers, it

true power of the Atari 800. But it

also blows the competition away with

doesn’t just look great, it has

its MOS 6502 1.8 Mhz processor.

addictive gameplay, a unique

Packed with a punch, the MOS 6502

scoring system, and four difficulty

1.8 Mhz processor creates an

levels that will make you play for

experience like none other as its

weeks on end! Only available on the

intense speed makes the Atari 800

Atari 800 Home Computer!

one of the fastest computers around.

Computers for people.™

